
 

1. Welcome To Africa – Our Home, Our Passion 

Nalari African Adventure offers you a wholesome and distinct insight into the wonders of 

Africa’s amazingly diverse landscape, wildlife, history, and cultural heritage. An African 

travel experience arranged by Nalari African Adventure is not just another cliché of a safari 

vacation on offer as part of any standard travel business. Our expeditions are crafted by a 

diverse family and team born-bred in Africa, who love the continent and care to deliver the 

finest tour experiences from a native perspective. 

 

This natural advantage allows us to introduce and discern to travelers with shared interests 

the varied authenticity of Africa: its people, breathtaking beauty, the power of raw life to its 

unforgettable sense of wilderness and outback sovereignty.  and those who personally work 

with us on daily basis or know us from our efforts to give back and make a positive change in 

Africa, easily recognize that we are not the norm: we genuinely care and offer a heartfelt 

commitment to our guests and to the integration of responsible tourism with wildlife 

conservation, ecology safeguarding and the wellbeing of indigenous cultural communities. 

 

 

Nalari African Adventure exists to help you realize your dreams. Your African dream holiday 

deserves all the careful planning you would put into any major lifetime investment. We aim 

to change your entire holistic outlook and provide enlightening memories that will remain 

with you for years, bringing you back to the Cradle of Mankind – where it all began. 
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2. AfricanMecca's Greatest Tourism Offerings 

Individually tailored itineraries under the right guidance based on our hands-on experience 

and expertise ensures that your personalized tour of Africa correctly covers the exact 

destinations you most desire to see and experience, in the Safari Tiered style and delivery of 

service you imagine, with seamless forward-thinking planning for superlative enjoyment and 

utmost satisfaction. Nalari African Adventure takes pride in customizing, fine-tuning, 

organizing and operating exactly the right bespoke itinerary for you. 

 

 

You can set a challenge for yourself and your friends in climbing Kilimanjaro, the snow-

capped highest African peak, camping in endurance mode, or you can experience baroque 

luxury on the rim of the awe-inspiring Ngorongoro Crater with its teeming Eden wildlife or 

see the wonders of the Great Rift Valley lake Manyara with thousands of pink flamingoes. To 

get up, close and personal with our genetic cousins, you can trek up the mountains of Mahale 

and Gombe to witness large populations of wild chimpanzees. 

 

 

 

3. Our Staff 

Nalari African Adventure recruits its staff based on their experience in the tourism industry, 

in-depth knowledge and the love for Africa, careful attention to detail, and friendly approach. 

Our dedicated and cohesive team of locals and internationals has strong foreign-language 

capabilities and the experience to be sensitive to cultural differences. These qualities enable 

us to meet the challenges of a changing industry. Regular staff meetings, site inspections, 

product presentations, and workshops serve to keep our staff’s product knowledge up to date. 

The payoff of our investment in our staff can be seen in the pride they take in their work and 
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the dedication they show. We believe that by investing in our staff, we are investing in the 

quality of the service we provide to our clients and the future growth of our company. 

Marketing Director - Ms. Beatrice Lendii. 

 

 

 

4. Our Product 

As a tour operator, our aim is to select attractive holiday destinations and activities and 

combine them into an easy-to-follow creative, and descriptive itinerary that fulfills the stated 

desires and needs of our clients. We negotiate the best deals with a broad spectrum of local 

suppliers, and research, source, and inspect all relevant services and products to confirm 

appropriate quality standards. The solid relationships we have built with our suppliers ensure 

our strong buying power, thereby enhancing value for money, without compromising our 

product and service quality. 

Nalari African Adventure has a wide selection of holiday packages to cater to our client’s 

tastes and needs. We are also happy to create personalized, tailor-made itineraries so that our 

clients are sure to get exactly what they want, whether it be for a special occasion, Nalari 

African Adventure, or simply a well-needed break. You dream it… Nalari African Adventure 

will make it happen!. 

 



 

 

 

 

“We would love to hear from you, no matter how early in the planning 

process you might be. We’re passionate about Africa and would be happy to 

chat about creating your tailor made safari”. 
 

Nalari Africa Adventure 
 

Moshi - Arusha Road, Kimandolu 

P.O BOX 1063 Arusha, Tanzania 

Email: tours@nalariafricanadventure.co.tz 

Web: www.nalariafricanadventure.co.tz 

Tel: +255 0683 425 986 

Whatsaap Call: +255 754 028 778 / +255 0683 425 986 
 


